CERTALDO ALTO
Our home away from home!

Local photographer Andrea Rotini took these arial photos of Certaldo Alto. In the lower photo you can also see the tram to the lower city, Certaldo Basso. A short 10 minute walk takes us to the grociery store, train station or laundromat. Surrounding us is a beautiful parkwhere students hike or take daily runs, watch the stars or enjoy the beautiful views of the Chianti region.
CERTALDO

A medieval jewel in the heart of TUSCANY

A place where our students are welcomed and embraced as an important part of the community.

There is no better place in Italy!
The Funicolare (tram) that goes from Certaldo Basso to Certalso Alto every 15 minutes
Music in the streets, hikes in the countryside, cooking lessons, making Pizza, there is ALWAYS something
CELEBRATE
We’re in Italy!
Our friends and neighbors in Certaldo Alto offer us an immersive experience in Italian culture.

Che bella vita!
(What a beautiful life!)